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Abstract: Previous research shows that freeze–thaw cycles represent one of the most dangerous
threats to reinforced concrete (RC) structures. However, there is almost no experimental data on the
effects of freeze–thaw cycles on the seismic behavior of RC columns showing flexure-shear failure.
In this study, three columns with the shear span-to-depth ratio of 2.5 were subjected to different
numbers of freeze–thaw cycles (FTCs) and pseudo-static testing. The seismic performance indexes of
the specimens were analyzed in terms of hysteretic behavior, skeleton curves, shear deformation, and
energy dissipation. The test observations show that the failure patterns of the test columns altered
from the flexure dominated to shear dominated, owing to the more severe deterioration in shear
capacity induced by freeze–thaw attack than in flexure capacity. The test results also indicate that
freeze–thaw cycles significantly decrease the ductility and energy dissipation of test columns, and
they increase the contributions of shear deformation to the total deformation.

Keywords: reinforced concrete column; freeze–thaw cycles; pseudo-static tests; failure pattern;
seismic performance

1. Introduction

Over the past few decades, concrete structures in cold regions have experienced severe deterioration
due to freeze–thaw penetration. For example, certain concrete structures in North China have been
affected by this physical procedure, including buildings, bridge piers, and off-shore platforms [1,2].
The main mechanism of freeze–thaw damage which is widely accepted is related to the 9% volume
expansion of freezing water that exists in the concrete pore system, resulting in an increase of hydraulic
pressure [3–5]. As the pressure accumulates and exceeds the concrete tensile stress, cracks initiate
and lead to the degradation of concrete properties. A series of experiments [6–10] were conducted
to investigate these degradations on the material level and concluded that in many aspects the
apparent deteriorations were produced due to the freeze–thaw action, which comprised concrete
compressive and tensile strength, modulus of elasticity, and the bond strength between concrete and
reinforcement. In addition to tests on concrete mechanical properties, modern techniques have been
used to expose the evolution of frost damage in concrete, including but not limited to X-ray computed
tomography [11], ultrasonic imaging [12,13], and flatbed scanner [14]. Hence, when considering the
potential consequences of earthquakes in the seismic area, it is important to quantify the seismic
performance of structures subjected to freeze–thaw cycles (FTCs).

In comparison to the reality that deep insights into material properties of freeze–thaw damaged
concrete have been put forward, the experimental studies on the components level are still limited.
Using monotonic loading, Hayashida et al. [15] tested reinforced concrete (RC) beams using the depth
and location of frost damage as variables. Their test results showed that the reduction in the stiffness
and bearing capacities was significant. Yang et al. [16] conducted cyclic loading tests on RC squat shear
walls with 0 to 300 FTCs. It was concluded that increasing frost damage altered the failure modes of
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the specimens and severely decreased their seismic performance. Recently, Qin et al. [17] studied the
seismic behavior of RC beam-column joints with different freeze–thaw damage based on a simulated
seismic loading test.

As the main load carrying and lateral force resistant member, RC column’s hysteretic response is
highly vital to the seismic behaviors of RC structures. Therefore, the evaluation of the seismic behaviors
of RC columns with freeze–thaw damage should be investigated. In an experimental program carried
out by Xu et al. [18], RC columns with varying FTCs were subjected to cyclic loading tests under
different axial load ratios. The columns were designed with much larger shear capacity than the
flexural capacity due to the large shear span-to-depth ratio (equal to five), and they all showed typical
flexure failures despite the difference in freeze–thaw damage. The identical failure modes were also
reported in other experimental studies on freeze–thaw damaged columns with the same shear span
ratio of five [19,20].

However, the shear capacity of the RC column was weakened, as well as its flexural capacity,
owing to the strength decay in freeze–thaw damaged concrete. In addition, a large portion of the RC
short columns are quietly vulnerable during an earthquake attack as observed in post-earthquake
investigations [21], where their failure would cause the buildings to collapse. It is known that the shear
failure of RC columns or beams is brittle in nature, and therefore it has been examined in a number of
studies [22–24], however, the effect of FTCs on their seismic performance has not been studied yet.
Therefore, this study explores the cyclic performance of the aforementioned RC columns damaged by
FTCs. For the purpose of observing the decay of both shear capacity and flexure capacity, three RC
columns with a shear span-to-depth ratio of 2.5, designed to fail in flexure-shear mode, were subjected
to different numbers of FTCs and cyclic lateral loading in sequence. Various seismic performance
indicators were analyzed, which included comprising failure pattern, hysteretic behaviors, skeleton
curves, shear deformation, and energy dissipation.

2. Experimental Program

2.1. Test Specimens

Specimens with the same geometry and structural details were designed and subjected to different
numbers of FTCs. The centerline of the lateral loading point was 100 mm away from the top face of the
specimens, and therefore the shear span-to-depth ratio of the specimen was 2.5. Cross-section and
reinforcement details of the test columns and footings are shown in Figure 1. The specification of the
longitudinal bar and reinforcing hoop adopted were HRB335 and HPB300. Three 16 mm diameter
longitudinal bars were used in both sides of the columns, and 6 mm diameter transverse reinforcement
was uniformly spaced at 50 mm over the top 200 mm of the column to prevent crushing of the local
concrete, and at 80 mm over the rest of the column. The specific design parameters are presented in
Table 1. It is noted that the axial force N was kept as a constant value instead of the axial force ratio
because the actual axial force ratio changed with the decrease of concrete strength initiated by the
freeze–thaw attack.

The control specimen was designed to be governed by flexure shear failure according to the ratio
of theoretical flexural strength Vp and nominal shear strength Vn calculated conforming to Chinese
code [25], as presented in the following equations:

VpH =
1
2
α1 f ′c bc(h− c) +

1
2
( fyAs + f ′yA′s)(h0 − as) (1)

Vn =
1.75
λ+ 1

ftbh0 + fyv
Asv

s
h0 + 0.07N (2)

where, α1 is a factor relating the width of the equivalent rectangular compressive stress block to the
compressive stress of concrete; f c

′

is the compressive strength of concrete; b is the width of column
section; c is the distance from the extreme compression fiber to the neutral axis; h is the length of column
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section; f t and f y
′

are the yield strength of tension reinforcement and compression reinforcement,
respectively; As and As

′

are the area of tension reinforcement and compression reinforcement,
respectively; h0 is the distance from the extreme compression fiber to the centroid of longitudinal
tension steel; as is the distance from the extreme compression fiber to the centroid of longitudinal
compression steel; λ is the shear span ratio; f t is the tensile strength of the concrete; f yv is the yield
strength of the transverse reinforcement; s is center-to-center spacing of the transverse reinforcement;
Asv is the area of the transverse reinforcement; and N is the axial load. In ASCE 41-13 [26], it is pointed
that the column would be vulnerable to flexure-shear failure when 1.0 ≥ Vp/Vn > 0.6. Therefore, the
controlled column was designed to have a ratio around 1.0.
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Figure 1. Specimen dimensions and section details.

Table 1. Design parameters of specimens.

Specimen Shear Span
Ratio

Concrete
Strength Grade

Axial Force
N (kN) ρv ρl FTCs

ZD-0 2.5 C50 306 0.28% 1.51% 0
ZD-1 2.5 C50 306 0.28% 1.51% 100
ZD-2 2.5 C50 306 0.28% 1.51% 200

Note: ρv is the transverse reinforcement ratio and ρl is the longitudinal reinforcement ratio.

2.2. Details of FTCs

Figure 2 shows the details of the ZHT/W2300 model environmental chamber, which was used for
durability testing at the component level. The freeze–thaw condition was simulated through variation
in temperature and humidity cycles, with pre-set parameters in the chamber according to Chinese
standards [27]. To be specific, the minimum temperature was –17 ◦C and the cooling phrase lasted for
one hour. Then, the freezing phrase lasted for two hours and was followed by a 1.5 hour heating phase.
The maximum temperature was 15 ◦C and it was maintained for 45 minutes. Before the next cooling
stage, there was a water spraying procedure for 15 minutes. At the end of the cycle, the temperature
was reduced to 0 ◦C in one hour. All these steps constituted one freeze–thaw cycle, as illustrated in
Figure 2b. The humidity range was kept at 90%~98% RH. The specimens were separately subjected to
100 and 200 FTCs as shown in Table 1.

The tested columns, as well as the concrete cubes (with the side length of 150 mm), were cast
and cured for 28 days in a natural environment and then placed in 15–20 ◦C water for a week before
placement in the environmental chamber. The columns were cast without foundation blocks at this
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stage because of the limited dimensions of the environmental chamber and then recast with base
anchorage blocks after the freeze–thaw exposure.Appl. Sci. 2019, 9, x 4 of 15 
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2.3. Material Properties

The mechanical properties of steel were tested. The yield strength and ultimate strength of the
longitudinal bar were 366 MPa and 514 MPa, respectively. The elastic modulus of the longitudinal bar
(Es) was 2.0 × 105 MPa. As for the transverse bar, the corresponding yield strength, ultimate strength,
and elastic modulus were 303 MPa, 470 MPa, and 2.1 × 105 MPa, respectively.

Table 2 shows the detailed mixture of concrete composition for columns. The ordinary Portland
cement, with a 28 day nominal compressive strength of 42.5 MPa, was used in this research.
The air-entraining agent was not included. The standard compression test [28] for reference concrete
cubes with a side length of 150 mm was carried out after subjecting every 50 numbers of freeze–thaw
cycles. Each set has three cubes for obtaining the average strength. The mean cube concrete strength
values fcu are reported in Table 2 and were converted to the cylinders strength f c

′

by the empirical
formula [25].

Table 2. Composition and strength of concrete (units: kg/m3 and MPa).

w/c Water
(kg/m3)

Cement
(kg/m3)

Sand
(kg/m3)

Stone
(kg/m3)

f cu,0
(MPa)

f cu,50
(MPa)

f cu,100
(MPa)

f cu,150
(MPa)

f cu,200
(MPa)

0.42 203 483 688 1076 56.7 54.3 51.48 47.85 43.15

Notes: f cu,i means the compressive strength of cubic concrete specimens after number i FTCs, where i = 0, 50, 100,
150, and 200.

Since the freeze–thaw condition described in this paper is rather different from the ones
described in the commonly adopted standards, including ASTM 666 [29] and RILEM TC176-IDC [30],
the microstructure of concrete under varying FTCs was also investigated using a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) after compressive tests. The images of the SEM tests are shown in Figure 3.
We observed that the cement hydration products of undamaged concrete have high density and
is tightly connected. After 100 FTCs, the pore structure was partially destroyed, and microcracks
appeared mainly due to the periodic pressure induced by water freezing and thawing. Then, the cement
hydration products became loose, and the C-S-H gel changed from a whole part into acicular island
structures, which were intertwined to form a three-dimensional network as a result of 200 FTCs.
In addition, the complete pore structure disappeared.
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2.4. Crack Patterns of Specimens after FTCs

From an internal perspective, the damage process of concrete through a freeze–thaw attack is
that the structure of its hydration product gradually becomes loose, accompanied by microcracks that
develop from the cement paste. From an external perspective, cracks distribute on the surface of the
concrete specimens, and spalling of concrete, known as surface scaling, happens when using saline
water as a thawing agent. Since tap water was used as the thawing agent in this experiment, the
phenomenon of surface scaling was not severe. Moreover, it was reported that the concrete strength
was not affected by the surface scaling effect [31,32]. Figure 4 shows the surface of specimens at
the edge and in the middle, separately, under different numbers of FTCs before cyclic loading. The
location is marked in Figure 5 with a dashed line. We observed that as the number of FTCs increased,
the specimen surface was no longer smooth, and as the number of cracks increased, their width began
to widen and their length elongated. At the edge of the columns, the cracks distributed in a network,
while in the middle of the bottom, the cracks mostly developed lengthwise. After undergoing 200
FTCs, the specimen exterior was so crisp that the fine aggregates were revealed at the bottom and at
the top. In addition, the damage at the end of the column was often more severe than in the middle
because both the column ends were subjected to freeze–thaw penetration from three dimensions, while
the middle of the column was subjected from two dimensions.
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2.5. Pseudo-Static Test Setup and Loading Procedure

The cantilever test setup is shown in Figure 5. The column was mounted vertically with the
bottom of the RC foundation which was restrained to the strong floor. Two linear variable displacement
transducers (LVDTs) were installed separately at the loading point and at the centerline of the foundation
to monitor the lateral displacement and the slip of the foundation. Two additional pairs of LVDTs
were used for measuring shear displacements and rotations at the plastic region where the length was
evaluated as 150 mm [33].

All columns were tested under the combined axial load and cyclic lateral loads. The axial load was
applied via a hydraulic jack before the horizontal one and kept constant throughout the testing process.
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The horizontal cyclic action was controlled by a 500 kN MTS hydraulic actuator, which was 100 mm
away from the top face of the specimen to ensure shear span ratio equal to 2.5. Since the yielding point
during the loading process could be unclear if the columns showed shear behavior, the specimens were
tested under the same predefined displacement control, as shown in Figure 6. The displacement was
represented by the drift ratio which was defined as the lateral displacement divided by the column
height. When the peak drift was smaller than 0.48%, the cyclic loads were applied once. After that,
each drift level was repeated three times to evaluate the in-cycle strength and stiffness degradation.
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3. Test Results and Analysis

3.1. Damage Process and Failure Pattern

Figure 7 shows the observed failure pattern of the three columns at the end of each testing.
Although all of the columns exhibited flexural yielding followed by shear failure, the increment of
freeze–thaw damage shifted the specimen response from flexure-dominated to shear-dominated failure.

For the control specimen ZD-0, the horizontal cracks with a length of 20 mm to 50 mm began at
the bottom of the column when loaded to a drift of 0.3%. As the drift level increased, the number of
horizontal cracks, as well as the length of the cracks, increased. Then, the longitudinal bar yielded
and shortly after that horizontal cracks developed obliquely with an angle of 60◦. A few inclined
cracks were concentrated and intersected each other in the column end. When the applied lateral
load reached the maximum, vertical cracks appeared in the compressive zone at the bottom corner
of the column, and concrete crushed slightly at the bottom corners, i.e., the column was entering
the failure stage. After that, the lateral load declined gradually. Steeply inclined cracks initiated at
the upper portion of the column. With the continuing reversed drift, new cracks ceased to appear
while previously formed inclined cracks widened and some of them propagated along the column
height. At the same time, the lateral load declined gradually. Finally, a small portion of cover concrete
spalling along the diagonal compression strut and well-developed inclined cracks indicated the failure
of the tested column, as shown in Figure 7. The whole damage process was characterized as a typical
flexure-shear failure.
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Compared with the sound specimen ZD-0, there are some differences in the damage process
of the specimens subjected to FTCs. For the specimen ZD-1, both the distribution of initial cracks
and the sequence of cracks’ appearance were similar to the specimen ZD-0 until the vertical cracks
appeared a little earlier at a drift amplitude of 1.44%. Then, flaking of concrete cover happened in
the bottom region and in the vicinity of the crossed cracks. When the test was terminated, the core
concrete crushed and the spalling region was relatively large. The reason behind these changes could
be related to the effect of FTCs on the concrete material. As previously shown in Figure 3, micro cracks
happened in the interface of the concrete after certain numbers of FTCs, resulting in a floccule-like
appearance, and consequently, the freeze–thaw damaged concrete became loose.

For the specimen ZD-2, lengthwise visible cracks were detected at the early stage of the loading
due to the combination of initial flaws induced by increasing FTCs and reversed loading action.
Considering the freeze–thaw process, the expanded volume of water to ice placed constant stress inside
the concrete body, which caused the initiation and propagation of inner creep cracks as illustrated before.
The initial horizontal cracking, located at the column end, occurred at a lower force than the other two
specimens since the freeze–thaw attack led to apparent decay in concrete tensile stress. The distribution
of the bending cracks was parallel to the undamaged specimen. However, two diagonal cracks formed
through the entire height of the column when the imposed drift value was 0.84%. Significantly, one of
the cracks widened rapidly, indicating shear failure. The maximum width of the diagonal cracks was up
to 2.5 mm before the column reached the peak load. After that, the lateral resistance dropped, evidently
with the continued cycling, more than the other two specimens. The phenomenon of continued spalling
of the cover concrete occured at the onset of the second cycle at the applied drift of 1.44%, and covered
a large portion of the specimen surface at the failure stage, which was similar to specimen ZD-1.

3.2. Hysteretic Behavior

The measured hysteretic loops of all specimens are shown in Figure 8. The initial cracking,
longitudinal bars yielding, maximum load, and concrete spalling of each column are also indicated in
Figure 8. We note that the specimen ZD-2 was not tested until the final predefined cycles due to its
severe deterioration in strength.

For the case of the undamaged column, it is observed that the load-displacement relationship was
almost a straight line before its yielding, and there was no stiffness degradation that appeared at this
stage. Following this, both the reloading stiffness and unloading stiffness of the specimens decreased
gradually. The area of hysteretic loops became larger. As soon as the peak value was achieved, with
the continuous increasing of the horizontal displacement on the column top, the degradation of both
the reloading and unloading stiffness became more evident. The residual deformation after unloading
increased and the hysteretic loops were still shuttle like, which indicated that the specimens still owned
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good energy dissipation capacity. When the lateral load began to drop significantly, the hysteretic
loop was no longer plump and its shape gradually changed to a lying “Z” due to the development of
inclined cracks.
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However, the influence of freeze–thaw action on the hysteresis loops is obvious. Among them,
specimens ZD-1 and ZD-0 exhibited stable and similar hysteretic behaviors, while specimen ZD-2
presented a totally different one. The applied load dropped suddenly after reaching the maximum load
for specimen ZD-2 which indicates the loss of the lateral load carrying capacity. The rate of this strength
decay in the post-peak portion seems to increase as the numbers of FTCs increase. Moreover, as the
FTCs increase, the hysteresis loops narrows, and the pinching effect appears at a lower displacement
level and becomes more significant at the same displacement level, especially when FTCs is 200.
Experiments conducted by [8,10,34] show that the bond between concrete and reinforced steel reduces
quickly as frost damage rises. Consequently, this effect accompanied with concrete cracking causes a
prominent pinching effect, which means that a lower energy dissipation capacity has to be attributed
to freeze–thaw damaged members.

3.3. Skeleton Curves and Characteristic Values

Figure 9 presents the envelope responses of the specimens and the average responses due to the
asymmetry of the hysteresis behaviors in the two loading directions. To quantify the influence of
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freeze–thaw damage, important characteristic values of the specimens are listed in Table 3 and defined
as follows: Fy and ∆y denote yield force and drift, respectively, calculated through the equivalent
energy method [35]; ∆u denotes ultimate drift, defined when the applied load declines more than
15% from the peak load (Fp); ∆p is the corresponding drift value of Fp; µ∆ denotes the displacement
ductility coefficient, defined by the ratio of ∆u and ∆y; θp (equals ∆u – ∆y) denotes the plastic rotation
of columns.
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Table 3. Force and deformation of the tested columns (units: % and kN).

Specimen Fy (kN) ∆y (%) Fp(kN) ∆p (%) ∆u (%) θp µ∆ ξy ξp ξu

ZD-0 116.87 0.71 138.01 1.46 2.77 2.06 3.91 0.02 0.06 0.10
ZD-1 111.81 0.82 139.97 1.47 2.83 2.01 3.40 0.03 0.05 0.09
ZD-2 103.05 0.67 124.45 1.10 1.79 1.12 2.65 0.02 0.04 0.08

As shown in Figure 9, the skeleton curves were almost overlapped when the drift was less than
0.5%, which means the initial stiffness did not degrade even though the elasticity modulus of concrete
decreased due to the freeze–thaw action as stated by Duan et al. [9]. This is possible because the
axial load ratio (ν = N/f c

′

Ag) actually increased with the decrease of concrete strength after FTCs and
constant axial force. However, the differences in the skeleton curves became more obvious in the
post-peak portion as the numbers of FTCs increased. To be specific, the descending branch became
steeper for the most damaged column ZD-2, indicating a more severe strength decay.

On the other hand, compared with the control specimen ZD-0, the yield load decreased and
the maximum load increased slightly for the specimen with 100 FTCs, ZD-1, as presented in Table 3.
All drifts at critical levels increased while the ductility reduced. There are two reasons that could
explain the increment in component strength despite the freeze–thaw damage. First, considering the
whole test procedure, the specimen ZD-1 was submerged in water before undergoing the freeze–thaw
attack, which would help the concrete strength growth of the whole section. Secondly, the freeze–thaw
damage penetrated from the component surface to the core, and therefore for a specimen subjected
to FTCs, the damage degrees for inner concrete and outer concrete were not the same. Therefore,
the deterioration of concrete strength would be more severe for a smaller scale of section size.

After 200 FTCs, all the characteristic values listed in Table 3 decreased as compared with the
specimen ZD-0. Among them, the measured yield and peak load decreased by 11.8% and 9.8%,
respectively, and corresponding drifts decreased by 4.8% and 24.5%. Apparently, this pattern did not
agree with the trend exhibited when the number of FTCs was only 100. To explain this inconsistency,
the bearing capacities of columns, basically determined by the comparison of flexure strength and
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shear strength, should be analyzed first. Since the freeze–thaw attack mainly affects the strength of
concrete, the decay of shear strength would be greater than flexure strength for a column member
because of the different contributions of concrete strength to the total bearing capacities. Figure 10
shows the strength of tested columns calculated using Equations (1) and (2) on the basis of tested
material properties (Table 2). It is noted that a discrepancy occurs when calculating the column strength
without considering the non-uniform distribution of freeze–thaw damage on the concrete strength.
Figure 10 is only used for the preliminary estimation. The ratios of shear resistance of the concrete
contribution to that of the tie contribution for specimens ZD-0, ZD-1, and ZD-2 were 2.58, 2.34, and
1.96, respectively. Although the column was designed with a slightly larger shear strength than flexure
strength, as shown in Figure 10, the freeze–thaw action caused the shear strength to drop more rapidly,
resulting in a shift from flexure failure to shear failure. Therefore, the load carrying capacities reduced
when the number of FTCs was 200. This was also consistent with the observed transition in failure
patterns of all the tested columns and significant decreasing ductility factor.
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3.4. Shear Deformation

In general, the lateral deformation of the tested columns is comprised of three components, i.e.,
flexure, longitudinal bar slip, and shear deformation. In this experiment, the development of inclined
cracks was altered with increasing FTCs, and accordingly, the shear response was focused and its
contributions to the total deformation were analyzed. It is assumed that the shear deformation is
mainly concentrated at the plastic hinge region as shown in Figure 11. According to the data from the
instruments attached to the tested columns, the shear distortion γ at the plastic region is estimated by
the following equation:

γ = ∆sh/l =
1
2

[√
(d + ξ1)

2
− l2 −

√
(d + ξ2)

2
− l2
]

(3)

where, ∆sh is the shear displacement at the plastic region; ξ1 and ξ2 are the displacements measured
from the diagonal LVDTs, as shown in Figure 5, respectively. Therefore, force-shear deformation
responses at the plastic region were obtained and are presented in Figure 12. We note that the recording
of shear displacements of specimens ZD-0 and ZD-1 terminated at the first cycle of 1.8% drift because
of non-negligible measurement errors happened at the final stage.
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It appears that the shear displacement history of specimen ZD-1 is close to that of specimen ZD-0
but different from specimen ZD-2. For the case of specimen ZD-2, a considerable increase of shear
deformation in the post-peak portion was seen, particularly in the negative directions. This unevenly
increased in two directions owing to the uneven widening of major inclined cracks in the two loading
directions, which was also observed from the picture of failure patterns (see Figure 6). However, this
asymmetry appears more gradually in column ZD-0 and ZD-1.

The contribution of the shear component to the total lateral displacement of all specimens was
calculated at the critical levels including cracking, yielding, peak, and ultimate point, as illustrated in
Figure 13. The results indicate that for all the tested columns, the shear contributions were relatively
small in the elastic range, whereas this quantity increased significantly at the ultimate point, i.e.,
where the drift of shear strength degradation began to drop rapidly. The average growth rate was
2.3 times from the cracking to the ultimate state. Secondly, for columns with freeze–thaw damage
(ZD-1 and ZD-2), the shear deformation always tended to occupy a larger proportion than that of the
control column (ZD-0) at the listed critical points. Typically, for the most damaged specimen ZD-2,
approximately 24% of the total deformation was due to shear at the defined ultimate displacement,
while this quantity was only 17% for the undamaged specimen ZD-0. The interpretations for the
large shear displacement of ZD-2 are summarized as follows: The tensile strength of concrete would
also be reduced by the action of FTC as the compressive strength and even severely as quantified in
several studies [10,34]. This reduction would cause the increase in length and width of the incline
cracks during the cyclic tests, and decreasing in numbers, as shown in Figure 7. Therefore, the shear
displacement appears to be larger.
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Dissipated energy, an important indicator for seismic performance, is calculated by integrating
the areas enclosed by the hysteretic loops. Curves showing the energy dissipation of every loop and
the cumulative one for columns subjected to different numbers of FTCs are provided in Figure 14a,b.
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It was first observed that the difference between pristine column (ZD-0) and freeze–thawed
column (ZD-1) was insignificant, and that the difference became prominent with a further increase of
FTCs. When the imposed drift was larger than 2%, the rate of cumulative energy increasing of ZD-2
became slower than the other two since the loop energy dissipation began to drop at this drift level,
as shown in Figure 14a. The reason for this is that the freeze–thaw attack changed the cracks evolution
of the column, as highlighted earlier, which in turn led to less ductility and less area bounded by
hysteretic loops. Secondly, the cumulative energy was 80.7%, 81.5% and 51.6% of the total energy at
the ultimate limit state (∆u) for the three columns (ZD-0, ZD-1, and ZD-2) respectively.

In addition, equivalent viscous damping ratio ξ was also calculated using Equation (4) as the
index to represent the dynamic response of the test columns.

ξ =
1

2π
·

Sloop

S1 + S2
(4)

where, Sloop is the area of the hysteresis loop, S1 and S2 are the corresponding elastic energy in two
directions, respectively. The values of the equivalent viscous damping ratio at the yield load ξy, at the
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peak load ξp, and the ultimate load ξu are listed in Table 3. For all the tested specimens, the damping
ratio increased from yielding to failure stage, which owns the progressively accumulative inelastic
damage. The comparisons among them show that ξp and ξu decrease with the increasing freeze–thaw
applications, while ξy was similar.

4. Conclusions

Three square-shaped short column specimens subjected to different numbers of FTCs have been
tested under constant axial load and reversed lateral loads. The effect of freeze–thaw damage on the
seismic performance of RC columns was investigated. The results of this research are summarized
under the following conclusions.

(1) The increase in the number of FTCs finally changed the failure mode of the reinforced concrete
columns tested in this experiment. The controlled column failed in the flexure dominated flexure-shear
failure mode while the most freeze–thaw damaged column failed in the shear dominated column
triggered by apparent shear strength degradation.

(2) Despite a slight increase of load carrying capacity observed in the column with 100 FTCs, a
reduction of 9.8% of the maximum force was detected in the case of 200 FTCs.

(3) The ductility decreased, and the contribution of shear deformation to total lateral displacement
increased obviously with the increasing of freeze–thaw duration, which was consistent with crack
extensions and failure patterns exhibited during the loading procedure. In addition, the capacity of
energy dissipation of the specimens remains almost unchanged and then decreases significantly as the
number of FTCs increases.

This research lays the foundation for simulating and evaluating the seismic performance of
existing structures undergoing freeze–thaw attacks. On the basis of the experimental results, there is a
pernicious threat of the freeze–thaw environment to the behaviors of the components. Considering
the fact that the number of specimens is small in this experiment, more column specimens should
be tested to confirm and quantify the effects of FTCs on the load carrying capacities as well as
deformation characteristics.
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